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ABSTRACT

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) spreads mainly by means of aerosols (micro-
droplets) in enclosed environments, especially those in
which temperature and humidity are regulated by means of
air-conditioning. About 30% of individuals infected with
SARS-CoV-2 develop coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
disease. Among them, approximately 25% require hospi-
talization. In medicine, cases are identified as those who
become ill. During this pandemic, cases have been identified
as those with a positive SARS-CoV-2 polymerase chain re-
action test, including approximately 70% who were
asymptomatic—this has caused unnecessary anxiety. In-
dividuals more than 65 years old, those affected by obesity,
diabetes, asthma, or are immune-depressed owing to cancer
and other conditions, are at a higher risk of hospitalization
and of dying of COVID-19. Healthy individuals younger than
40 years very rarely die of COVID-19. Estimates of the
COVID-19 mortality rate vary because the definition of
COVID-19–related deaths varies. Belgium has the highest
death rate at 154.9 per 100,000 persons, because it includes
anyone who died with symptoms compatible with COVID-
19, even those never tested for SARS-CoV-2. The United
States includes all patients who died with a positive test,
whether they died because of, or with, SARS-CoV-2. Coun-
tries that include only patients in which COVID-19 was the
main cause of death, rather than a cofactor, have lower
death rates. Numerous therapies are being developed, and
rapid improvements are anticipated. Because of disinfor-
mation, only approximately 50% of the U.S. population
plans to receive a COVID-19 vaccine. By sharing accurate
information, physicians, health professionals, and scientists
play a key role in addressing myths and anxiety, help public
health officials enact measures to decrease infections, and
provide the best care for those who become sick. In this
article, we discuss these issues.
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Cancer. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access
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The Origin and the Initial Spreading of
the Pandemic

The current pandemic started as an outbreak in
Wuhan, the largest city in Hubei Province, in the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China. There, in the early December
2019, a person from rural People’s Republic of China
arrived harboring an infection of a new coronavirus
that the WHO initially termed “2019 novel coronavi-
rus.”1 This virus, the cause of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19), is now called severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).2 It seems that
the virus had infected people in rural People’s Republic
of China between October and December 2019, but it
was not capable of efficiently spreading from human to
human. In December 2019, in Wuhan, a city of 11
million, the virus mutated, as viruses do, and became
capable of easily spreading to other human hosts—and
thus, the pandemic started.3,4 On January 23, the Chi-
nese government quarantined Wuhan, but it was too
late—an estimated five million people had left Wuhan
to celebrate the Chinese New Year, whereas others left
when it became known that the city would be locked
down. A total of 5 million is way too many; the
outbreak could no longer be contained.

The virus spread from the People’s Republic of China
through international air travelers. One of them, a Chi-
nese woman from Shanghai, flew to Germany on January
22, 2020, and while there, infected a 33-year-old German
man. SARS-CoV-2 was now in Europe.5 From Germany or
People’s Republic of China, in a possibly independent
event, SARS-CoV-2 reached (probably by means of air
travel) the region of Lombardia in Northern Italy, where
the first case of COVID-19 was diagnosed on February
18, 2020.

A recent article claimed the widespread presence of
SARS-CoV-2 in Italy before 2020. This article was based
on serologic measurements in serum samples from
2019.6 However, the results presented were based on
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) tests that
can produce false-positive results because cross-
reactions with unrelated viral antigens were not ruled
out. Indeed, an independent study7 based on the poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) evaluation of nasal swabs
collected in Rome, Italy in 2019 did not find any evi-
dence of SARS-CoV-2 viral sequences.

After 22 days, on March 11, a total of 1028 patients
infected with SARS-CoV-2 were in intensive care units
(ICUs) in Lombardia, nearly saturating all ICU beds. Once
ICU capacity was reached, the number of acutely ill pa-
tients became a health catastrophe because new patients
could not be treated properly. Physicians had to make
the difficult decision of who get into ICUs, thus,
increasing their chances of survival, and who does not.
An additional problem was that major elective surgeries,
such as brain, cardiac, and various cancer-related sur-
geries, among others, can only be performed if ICU space
was available. Given that ICU beds were close to satu-
ration, elective surgeries had to stop. This caused addi-
tional deaths, indirectly caused by the viral epidemic,
among patients with other diseases who cannot be
treated properly. This happened in Wuhan, People’s
Republic of China, in Italy, and elsewhere.8

Coronaviruses
Coronaviruses comprise a large group of related RNA

viruses that cause diseases in birds and mammals. There
are four common human coronaviruses that are
considered seasonal, namely: (1) HCoV-HKU1, (2) HCoV-
NL63, (3) HCoV-OC43, and (4) HCoV-229E.9 Each year,
they account for about 15% of the incidence of common
colds. In 2002, a more dangerous coronavirus emerged
in the People’s Republic of China. This coronavirus,
SARS-CoV-1, spread from horseshoe bats to palm civet
cats and into humans. It infected about 8422 people,
killing 774, and then “vanished.”10 The nucleotide simi-
larity between SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 is about
79%. After 10 years, a new coronavirus, called the
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-
CoV), emerged. It originated in bats,11,12 spread to
camels, then to humans, and caused a limited epidemic
in the Middle East that is still ongoing and has caused
about 858 deaths.13

Human infections from bat coronaviruses should not
be seen as a surprise but rather as a catastrophe waiting
to happen. Bats sold in several live markets in the
Mekong Delta region in Vietnam were infected with
coronaviruses.14 Anthony et al.15 estimated that there
are at least 3204 species of coronaviruses circulating in
bats. Whatever the accuracy of this prediction, it is
obvious that there is a high risk for new coronaviruses to
emerge from bats and infect other species. Several epi-
sodes of limited bats-to-human coronavirus infection
have been documented.16 An additional source of po-
tential infection is bat guano, which is dry bat excrement
(urine and feces) used as fertilizer worldwide. Guano is
also used as an ingredient of traditional Chinese medi-
cine, and it can also be found on Amazon.com, in which
the Grocery and Gourmet food category include a listing
for 1 g priced at USD $2.95. In Asia, it is also used to
make rudimental bandages for injured limbs. In his 1850
State of the Union address, U.S. President Fillmore
stated: “guano has become so desirable an article to the
agricultural interest of the United States that it is the
duty of the Government to employ all the means prop-
erly in its power for the purpose of causing that article to
be imported into the country at a reasonable price.”
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From guano, scientists detected coronaviruses closely
related to MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-1 and -2, and there
is at least one documented infection of a guano
harvester.16 In short, given the extensive human expo-
sure to bats and their excrements, it should be no sur-
prise that every few years, a new coronavirus jumps
from bats to humans.
Detection of SARS-CoV-2 in Clinical
Specimens

Measures taken to reduce the spread of COVID-19
critically depend on rapid and accurate identification of
virus-infected individuals by the most sensitive and
specific method available. At present, the most reliable
and frequently used test is real-time reverse
transcriptase–PCR (rRT-PCR), performed on upper res-
piratory tract specimens such as nasopharyngeal (or
throat) swabs or saliva.17 SARS-CoV-2 viral genomic RNA
(vRNA) levels are highest in the nasopharynx and
oropharynx between 2 days before and 4 days after the
onset of symptoms and remain detectable for a median
duration of 15 to 18 days.18-20 Bronchial alveolar lavage
fluids are more frequently positive but are not routinely
collected.21,22 Saliva testing is replacing nasopharyngeal
and bronchial testing because it is as sensitive and it is
not painful to administer; thus, it is particularly helpful
when testing children who can be given a straw and told
to drool saliva in a test tube. SARS-CoV-2 remains viable
in saliva for 4 days at room temperature, no chemicals
are needed to be added and the sample can be mailed to
a laboratory for RT-PCR testing or viral isolation (J.
Lednicky, unpublished observations). RT-PCR testing of
stool may hold value to identify patients who recovered
from an infection that may shed apparently noninfec-
tious viral particles for some time.18,20 Several RT-PCR
tests have been developed, and the amplification tar-
gets vary, such as detection of SARS-CoV-2 env, N, S, and
RdRp genes.17 The U.S. Centers of Disease Control and
Prevention has developed two tests, the original version
that tested for SARS-CoV-2 vRNA only, and a newer
multiplex assay that also detects influenza A and B
vRNAs.23 The analytical and clinical performance of
seven commercial RT-PCR diagnostic kits from different
manufacturers were judged as suitable for routine di-
agnostics of symptomatic COVID-19 patients.24 Several
research teams have also developed their own tests. In
the University of Florida, for example, an rRT-PCR test
previously developed by J. Lednicky to detect beta
coronavirus in bats is used in various research projects
to detect SARS-CoV-2 vRNA in human and environmental
samples.25,26 An example of a test run using the Uni-
versity of Florida test for detection of the RdRp gene
sequence with a human specimen (from a patient with
COVID-19), positive control SARS-CoV-2 vRNA, and
negative control, is illustrated in Figure 1.27

Whereas PCR-based tests detect active infections,
serology is used to detect past IgG or ongoing infections
(IgM and IgG). Individuals who were infected with SARS-
CoV-1 developed neutralizing antibody responses that
lasted for several years. If reinfection occurred, the
outcome was usually a mild illness or an asymptomatic
presentation.28 Similarly, it has been assumed that in-
dividuals with antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 are pro-
tected from disease.

If individuals with SARS-CoV-2 antibodies are pro-
tected from disease, they could safely return to normal
activities, help restart the economy, and may also help
take care of the most vulnerable population. A number of
serologic assays, such as ELISA and lateral flow assays,
have been developed to detect SARS-CoV-2 antibodies.
These assays may target the spike protein, the receptor-
binding domain (RBD) part of the spike protein, or the
SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein. These assays are relatively
inexpensive and can be handled in a biosafety level 2
laboratory, making them preferable to classic virology
neutralizing assays that require the use of a biosafety
level 3 laboratory. However, the sensitivity of the sero-
logic assays for SARS-CoV-2 has been questioned.
Grandjean et al.29 reported that the half-life of the SARS-
CoV-2 nucleoprotein antibody –which is the target of
most commercial ELISA assays—is only 52 days, and for
the spike protein, 82 days. Therefore, ELISA assays may
be reliable only for recently infected patients. A parallel
article by Fenwick et al.30 came to a similar conclusion
and reported that nucleoprotein antibodies wane post-
infection resulting in underestimation of the infected
population and that tests using antibodies against the
spike proteins are more sensitive.
Infections
SARS-CoV-2 infections are often referred to as cases,

a term that, in other diseases, identifies those who
became ill and require therapy. During the current
pandemic, the term cases instead identifies those with a
positive SARS-CoV-2 test, not the fraction (about 30% of
infected individuals) who develop symptoms. This inac-
curate terminology has caused confusion and has
contributed to the anxiety that surrounds this infec-
tion.31 To put this issue in perspective, about 80% to
90% of sexually active people in the United States
become infected with human papilloma viruses during
their lifetimes, but we do not identify them as cases.
Rather, cases are the 34,800 patients that develop hu-
man papilloma virus–related carcinomas each year in the
United States, not the many millions with asymptomatic
infections.32



Figure 1. rRT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 vRNA in a naso-
pharyngeal swab from a patient with COVID-19. The Cq value
of the patient specimen is 25.84, and the positive control
31.97. No signal was generated by the negative control.
There is an inverse relationship between Cq and target
amplification; the lower the Cq, the higher the amount of
SARS-CoV-2 in the RT-PCR. The specificity of most of the
frequently used RT-PCR tests is 100% because the primer
design is specific to the genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2.
Nevertheless, the sensitivity of detection varies between
the RT-PCR tests. The cycle at which amplification exceeds
the background fluorescence is expressed as the quantifica-
tion cycle (which some refer to as Cq and some as Ct). This is
the new standardized term for reporting rRT-PCR results on
the basis of MIQE guidelines. COVID-19, coronavirus disease
2019; Cq, quantitation cycle; Ct, cycle threshold; MIQE,
Minimum Information for Publication of Quantitative Real-
Time PCR Experiments; RFU, relative fluorescence unit;
rRT-PCR, real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain
reaction; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus-2; vRNA, virus genomic RNA.
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Testing varies in different countries, within a country,
and by region; some perform many tests, some only a
few. Except in the People’s Republic of China, testing has
been largely limited to symptomatic patients who seek
medical care and to their immediate contacts; asymp-
tomatic healthy people are largely not tested. Therefore,
most countries are underestimating the total number of
infected people, improperly called cases. As of December
12, 2020, there are about 70 million documented SARS-
CoV-2 infections worldwide—this is an underestimate
because asymptomatic individuals account for most in-
fections, and they are seldom tested.

The percentage, rather than the actual number of
positive tests, is a more relevant way to observe the
pandemic, although because positive patients are often
tested multiple times, even percentages are not accurate
as they include new and ongoing infections. In some
places, for example, in Wuhan during the initial phases of
the outbreak, in Lombardia, and in many cities in the
United States, among others, authorities tested almost
exclusively those who were sick enough to seek hospi-
talization. This, of course, resulted in a much higher
percentage of positives and, among them, of COVID-19
cases (here the term is used in its correct form), which
required hospitalization, than in places where testing
was random and included healthy volunteers.
Death Rates
When most of the positive tests are from hospital

testing, as in the beginning of the pandemic, mortality is
being measured in the fraction of patients most severely
affected, and thus, will be higher than when measured
across the population, which includes approximately
70% of asymptomatic individuals. The recent record
numbers of infections in the United States revealed that
the fraction of people who died because of SARS-CoV-2
infection is 1% or less, much smaller than previous es-
timates that had placed it at about 5% to 10%, per-
centages largely on the basis of hospital testing.

The overall number of deaths attributed to COVID-19
is inaccurate and overall represents an overestimation.
As of December 12, 2020, there were an estimated 1.6
million deaths worldwide attributed to COVID-19,
approximately 296,000 of them occurred in the United
States.33 Why are these numbers not accurate? At the
beginning of the pandemic, mortality counts may have
underestimated the actual number of deaths because of
COVID-19, as they did not include those who died at
home or who died in a hospital but were not tested for
SARS-CoV-2. In contrast, mortality will overestimate the
number of deaths if all people infected with SARS-CoV-2
are counted as COVID-19 deaths regardless of the un-
derlying pathological characteristics and cause of death.

A well-written autopsy report distinguishes the main
cause of death from underlying contributing factors and
from the immediate cause of death. For example, meso-
thelioma (the main cause of death) in a patient with
obesity and diabetes (contributing factors) who devel-
oped bronchopneumonia as he was lying in bed (im-
mediate cause of death). It is easy to understand how the
number of deaths attributed to COVID-19 will vary
greatly depending on how we count them. In the United
States, all patients who test positive for SARS-CoV-2
infection and die are counted as COVID-19 deaths,
regardless of the underlying disease. It would be much
more accurate instead to specify if these patients died
with SARS-CoV-2 infection, which would clearly distin-
guish them from those who died because of its main
cause of death, from those in which COVID-19 was a
contributing factor or the immediate cause of death in an
already terminally ill patient. Obviously, by using the
current approach, the United States reports a higher
number of deaths for COVID-19 than if we were to use
the criteria we use for deaths caused by other diseases.34

The Istituto Superiore di Sanità of Italy, the equivalent of
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the National Institutes of Health in the United States,
investigated 4942 death certificates and found that 89%
of deaths attributed to COVID-19 were indeed caused by
this disease: however, they did not distinguish whether
COVID-19 was the main or the immediate cause of death.
The remaining 11% of deaths were attributed to other
causes in individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2 (pas-
senger or cofactor).35 As to why people with COVID-19
die, a recent article reporting autopsy findings for 22
COVID-19 Italian cases (including four cases without
comorbidities) found that COVID-19 caused a multi-
system pathology. The main and most common pathol-
ogy was in the lungs and in the cardiovascular system. In
addition, hepatic, kidney, splenic, and bone marrow tis-
sue damage and microvascular injury and thrombosis
were detected.36
Viral Infection, Routes of Transmission,
and Window of Infectivity

Cell entry requires binding of the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein to its cell surface receptor, angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is present on
several cell types, including epithelial cells in the upper
respiratory tract and type II pneumocytes.37-39

SARS-CoV-2 may spread through direct, indirect, or
close contact with infected people through mouth and
nose secretions. These include contact with secretion
droplets (>5 mm) and inhalation of droplet nuclei
(aerosol, <5 mm) or perhaps of airborne particles in fecal
clouds.40 Droplets are expelled from the mouth when
people talk, more so when they speak loudly or sing, and
they fall to the floor or on objects within 1 to 3 feet from
the source, thus, the recommendation for social
distancing and hand washing. Although theoretically
possible, this seems to be a rare source of infection.41

Most infections are instead linked to inhalation of
droplet nuclei (i.e., in aerosols) as they float (i.e., are
suspended) in the air. In a room in which the windows
are closed and temperature maintained by means of air-
conditioning (A/C) (thus, with low humidity), droplet
nuclei can remain adrift for hours. Because SARS-CoV-2
remains infectious for at least 16 hours in aerosols, the
risk of infection is high in crowded, enclosed spaces.41,42

Opening windows rapidly eliminate aerosols,43 reducing
or eliminating the risk of inhaling SARS-CoV-2.42,44

Many, if not most, SARS-CoV-2 infections go unde-
tected. Poletti et al.45 studied 5484 individuals infected
with SARS-CoV-2 and found that 73.9% of them were
less than 60 years old and did not develop symptoms
(95% confidence interval [CI]: 71.8%–75.9%). The risk
of symptoms increased with age—6.6% of infected pa-
tients older than 60 years had severe disease, with men
at substantialy higher risk.
Infected individuals, regardless of whether they
develop COVID-19, can spread the virus. It has been
difficult to pinpoint the exact length of time during
which infected individuals can spread the virus, the so-
called “infectivity window”46 (Fig. 2). He et al.,47 stud-
ied 77 infectious-infected couples and proposed that the
maximum infectivity occurs between 2 days before and 1
day after the onset of symptoms and that 8 days after the
first symptoms, infectivity decreases significantly. The
methodology of this work, however, has been criti-
cized,48 although the authors made some corrections.49

A more sensitive approach than relying on symptoms
is to isolate viruses from patients (i.e., grow them in cell
culture). If SARS-CoV-2 can be isolated from a nose or
throat swab, or from saliva, it is likely that the patient is
infectious. Indeed, an rRT-PCR test cannot establish
infectivity. This is because rRT-PCR detects fragments of
vRNA, the corresponding sequences of which are present
in viable (“live”) and also in nonviable (“dead”) virus
particles. In other words, the RT-PCR can be positive in
the following settings: (1) exposed noninfected or
noninfectious individuals who were in contact with the
virus but resisted infection, and those who were infected
but are no longer infectious and may release noninfec-
tious viral RNA fragments; (2) infected individuals who
did not develop COVID-19, that is, asymptomatic infec-
tious carriers; and (3) those who have COVID-19 disease
and for which the term “cases” should be reserved. RT-
PCR cannot distinguish among these three categories.

Wölfel et al.,20 studied nine patients with COVID-19
and found that it was not possible to reliably isolate
SARS-CoV-2 from throat swabs 8 days past the onset of
symptoms. However, the estimated CIs were large: at 14
days from onset of symptoms, the probability of isolating
SARS-CoV-2 varied between 0% and 20%. The authors
proposed that when the viral load determined by PCR
was less than 10,000 copies per reaction, the probability
of isolating SARS-CoV-2 at a 95% CI varied between 0%
and approximately 30%. Therefore, by correlating the
viral load with SARS-CoV-2 isolation, it may be possible
to establish a threshold value, below which the proba-
bility of a patient being infectious is small.

Singanayagam et al.,50 using a larger collection of
samples, isolated SARS-CoV-2 up to 12 days from the
initial symptoms. At day 14 after the initial symptoms,
SARS-CoV-2 isolation dropped from 0% to 9.4%, and at
day 15, to 0% to 6.7%. They found no difference in the
probability of isolating SARS-CoV-2 from symptomatic or
asymptomatic individuals, and they found no difference
in the viral load of symptomatic and asymptomatic
infected individuals—something that the authors of this
review find it difficult to understand because it is con-
trary to most other viral infections. Singanayagam et al.50

further noted that, even for swabs with very low viral



Figure 2. Infectivity window. The period of time during which infectious virus can be isolated and grown in cell culture is
shown in gray, the detection of viral RNA by RT-PCR in red, the development of specific IgG in red. Virus isolation may vary
significantly among different laboratories depending on the skills of those involved. Detection of viral sequences by RT-PCR
may last longer than viral isolation as noninfectious viral particles are released. The length of time of IgG persistence is
uncertain at this time. IgG, immunoglobulin G; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction.
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load (cycle threshold [Ct] >35), SARS-CoV-2 could be
isolated in 5 of 60 samples (see Fig. 1 for an explanation
of the Ct). Of note, these authors held their virus cultures
for an observation period of 14 days, whereas many
laboratories hold theirs for only 4 days. This partly ex-
plains their success at virus isolation with a Ct equal to
35 or higher. Many of the failures in viral isolation are
caused by technical inadequacies. For example, the lab-
oratory of J. Lednicky has an 85% success rate of SARS-
CoV-2 isolation in samples with a Ct of 35. Moreover,
SARS-CoV-2 replicates better in the upper respiratory
tract than in the throat; thus, nasopharyngeal swabs
(and saliva) are better specimens for evaluating infec-
tivity (J. Lednicky personal observation, unpublished). A
very recent study revealed that SARS-CoV-2 multiplies
robustly in the oral cavity, and this likely explains why
patients with COVID-19 express a range of oral mani-
festations such as ageusia and oral blisters.51

In summary, the following points are noted: (1)
infectivity is higher immediately before and soon after
the onset of symptoms; however infected patients can
remain infectious for about 2 weeks; (2) ten days from
the appearance of the initial symptoms, the risk that a
patient is still infections varies between 1% to 10% at a
95% CI; (3) infectivity is related to the viral load, but not
to the development and severity of COVID-19; (4) in-
dividuals with a low viral load, determined by Ct greater
than or equal to 35, may be infectious; (5) the window of
infectivity varies in different individuals and some may
be infectious for several weeks (these “long-term
spreaders” represent a fraction of the infected popula-
tion, probably too small to significantly affect the
spreading of the virus; thus, the quarantine length could
ignore them. At lower levels of virus circulation,
however, long-term spreaders may frustrate efforts to
further curb the epidemic if the quarantine length is not
long enough to account for their prolonged infectivity
window); and (6) most importantly, asymptomatic in-
dividuals—who account for about 70% of infections—
seem able to spread the virus as well as those who
become ill50; if this is true, it will be much more difficult
to contain the further spread of this pandemic.
Public Health Considerations
Public health measures initially focused on the role of

respiratory droplets and fomites in the transmission of
SARS-CoV-2.52 However, recent data underscore the role
of aerosol transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in enclosed
spaces where air recirculates as the main cause of the
spreading of the pandemic.53-55 One of this article’s co-
authors isolated SARS-CoV-2 from an air sample of a
hospital room with a newly admitted patient with
COVID-19.26 In contrast, the risk of transmission by
means of fomites seems minimal.56 Qureshi et al.57

noted that the notion that SARS-CoV-2 is spread by
droplets or fomites was based on old information related
to other viruses, not on SARS-CoV-2 science. It has been
estimated that the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission by
means of fomite contamination of surfaces is less than 5
per 10,000.58

Person-to-person transmission of the virus in open
spaces is also very rare.59 A recent study found very few
examples of outdoor transmission of SARS-CoV-2 among
25,000 infections investigated, suggesting a very low
risk.59 However, the risk of outdoor transmission in-
creases when gathering density increases, particularly
for an extended period of time in cold temperatures. Low



Figure 3. Wuhan. Left, crowded ER in Wuhan before the lockdown, patients with cough, fever, and other respiratory
symptoms crowded the ER together with patients with other conditions. This is where the epidemic spread rapidly in the
early phases of the pandemic. Right, the first day of lockdown in Wuhan, the main commercial street is desert. ER, emer-
gency room.
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humidity and cool temperatures result in aerosols
remaining near our breathing zone. Instead, in warm
temperatures, heat currents push small particles upward
and away from our breathing zone. Think of a buzzard
soaring on a hot day: the bird rides the upward draft
from the heat currents and can stay aloft without moving
its wings. Therefore, in cold temperatures, there may still
be some risk outside if standing in a crowd.59

SARS-CoV-2 transmission occurs mostly in enclosed
spaces wherein the temperature and humidity are
maintained relatively low by means of A/C, and windows
are kept closed, trapping airborne virus microdroplets
(aerosol) within the space. Open the windows and move
the air out, and the risk of infection is eliminated or at
least drastically reduced.

In Wuhan, for example, many infections occurred in
crowded emergency rooms and in physician’s offices
where large numbers of infected people waited together
with noninfected people. The high concentration of virus
caused widespread infections, including physicians who
treated these patients, despite wearing masks (Fig. 3)60

Masks, except for N95 masks, and to a lesser degree,
surgical masks, and cloth masks, seem to have limited
capacity to protect in a crowded enclosed space with
high viral concentration, such as a hospital waiting room;
but of course, all masks are helpful to reduce trans-
mission in enclosed spaces, including public trans-
portation. The use of masks outside, in the open air, is
unnecessary, except maybe in crowded settings.

The risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission is high in
crowded public transportation vehicles. Shen et al.,61

reported that during a 100 minutes bus drive, one pas-
senger infected with SARS-CoV-2 infected 23 of the
additional 67 passengers regardless of where they sat on
the bus, providing strong evidence of transmission by
means of aerosol. Passengers did not wear masks, and
the temperature was regulated by means of A/C, which,
by keeping the humidity low, allows the airborne virus
to stay adrift longer. Moreover, when A/C recirculates
the air, it favors the spreading of the aerosol.

The hypothesis that SARS-CoV-2 spread widely on
airplanes was largely based on an older study on SARS-
CoV-1 transmission in an airplane, which found that one
individual infected 22 passengers who became ill within
4 days from the flight, including some seated far away
from the infected case.62 In contrast, the spreading of
SARS-CoV-2 in airplanes may be limited. First, there has
not been a reported increase in SARS-CoV-2 infections
among airplane hostesses, compared with the high rates
of infections among health care workers. Second, the
hypothesis that airline flight is relatively safe from
infection is supported by a recent report of a flight from
Tel Aviv to Frankfurt in March 2020, before any mea-
sures to prevent transmission, including wearing masks,
had been introduced on commercial airlines.63 On this
flight spanning 4 hours and 40 minutes, there were 102
passengers, including a tourist group of 24—four of
them became sick during the flight. On arrival, 7 of 24
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection. Among them,
four were symptomatic, two were presymptomatic, and
one never developed any symptoms. Follow-up testing of
the other passengers revealed that only two, both within
two rows of an infected passenger, had been infected.
The low number of infections were limited to nearby
passengers, despite the long flight duration with no
masks, suggesting that the high-efficiency particulate air
filters present in today’s airplanes, and the circulation
system that replaces air every 2 to 3 minutes in the
cabin, are effective in greatly reducing the spread of
aerosol-containing virus throughout the whole cabin.
Bae et al., 64 reported transmissions from one asymp-
tomatic carrier to a woman sitting three rows away on
an evacuation flight from Milano to South Korea. The
infected woman wore an N95 mask throughout the
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flight—like every other passenger—except during meals
and when she used the toilet. We do not know whether
improvements in the air circulation and filtration in the
cabin during the past 17 years, or differences among
SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2, or chance, or maybe a
combination of all these variables, were responsible for
these differences.

As for the possibility that animals spread SARS-CoV-
2, so far, there have been reports of minks passing the
virus to people. SARS-CoV-2 replicates poorly in dogs,
pigs, chickens, and ducks, but replicates well in cats and
ferrets, as these animals are permissive to the infection;
infected animals can infect other animals of the same
species.65,66 Moreover, antibodies for SARS-CoV-2 were
detected in cats in Wuhan, suggesting that humans can
infect cats, raising the possibility that cats may infect
humans.67 SARS-CoV-2–related coronaviruses have
recently been isolated from Malayan pangolins, sug-
gesting that these animals that are sold in some wet
markets in Asia could represent an additional source of
infection.68,69 In summary, SARS-CoV-2 might be
spreading undetected among some animals. Whether
this occurs and whether animals may contribute to some
human infections remains to be investigated. Finally,
SARS-CoV-2 causes a COVID-19–like disease in ma-
caques, a good model to study this disease.70
Public Health Measures in Countries
That Have Been Able to Contain the
Pandemic

The People’s Republic of China is the only country (so
far) that has been able to nearly block SARS -CoV-2
transmission by implementing very strict measures that
require residents to give up any personal privacy.
Initially, to stop the spread of SARS-CoV-2, Chinese au-
thorities responded by locking down the city of Wuhan
and by implementing a rapid multidisciplinary effort
using all possible technologies, personnel, and resources
that were based on their previous experience with SARS
infection.71,72 At present, in the People’s Republic of
China, there is, in addition, a ban on gatherings, and the
requirement to wear masks; everyone is also “tagged”
and traced on an app uploaded on their mobile phones.
As people go about their lives, all those they meet and
places they visit are identified and transmitted to the
authorities by this app so that if they are considered at-
risk, they are rapidly identified, tested, and quarantined.
All public places, airports, train stations, hospitals
require individuals to scan a barcode displaying a green
code (indicating no contact with at-risk individuals)
before admission is granted. Borders are sealed, and
foreigners are subject to a 14 days quarantine. This
means they are locked in a room in designated hotels
with security guards; meals are brought to the door, and
they are not allowed out of their room. With these strict
control measures, the entire country is currently open
for normal business.

Australia, New Zealand (NZ), and the Republic of
China have also been able to contain the infection by
implementing very strict measures that are similar to
those used in the People’s Republic of China.73,74

Australia, NZ, and the Republic of China are islands
and, therefore, can more easily monitor their borders.
Moreover, they acted in the early phases of the
pandemic, when relatively few had been infected. In NZ,
the implementation of the lockdown was supported by a
national state of emergency, declared on March 25, 2020,
which, along with newly written law changes passed
through parliament, enabled special powers to address
the pandemic.75 The Republic of China established a
National Health Command Center in 2004 after the SARS
epidemic. This agency was dedicated to responding to
emerging threats, such as pandemics, and given the po-
wer to coordinate work across government departments
and draw on additional personnel in an emergency.

Equally important, however, is the willingness of the
citizens to follow orders and the willingness or ability of
the authorities to implement the orders. The same
measures adopted in Australia, the People’s Republic of
China, Republic of China, and NZ cannot be easily
implemented in Western European democracies or even
in the United States where many citizens continue to
refuse to wear masks, do not accept to give up their
privacy wearing an app that traces every step in their
life, do not accept to seal the borders to refugees, do not
accept bans on gatherings as illustrated, for example, by
the many large demonstrations that occurred in the
recent past in many U.S. cities and in France, Italy,
Holland, and others. The culture is very different. For
instance, Europe continued to accept thousands of
asylum seekers from Africa during the past 12 months,
some of them infected with SARS-CoV-2 on arrival. It
would be illegal for European countries not to accept
refugees. Australia, the People’s Republic of China, NZ,
and Republic of China have a different, much tougher
approach and were able to seal their borders.

As for the United States, different states have taken
very different measures; therefore, it is not possible to
generalize. Among the states that have taken stricter
measures are Hawaii and New Mexico. Hawaii has
remained, throughout the pandemic, the state with the
lowest incidence of infections, of cases requiring hospi-
talizations and ICU, and of COVID-19–related deaths. In
New Mexico, the hospitals are strained and the ICU at
near capacity; as of December 5, 2020, the state
governor “was considering to allow hospitals to move to
crisis standards”—a move that frees them to ration care
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depending on a patient’s likelihood of surviving. There
are only two differences we could identify. First is that
Hawaii, being an island in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean, can easily control its borders. New Mexico is
unable to do this, as circulation is free among the U.S.
states—except for Hawaii, where currently, there is the
equivalent of a border-on-arrival for anybody, including
residents who are required to quarantine for 2 weeks
unless they upload the results of a COVID-19 negative
test performed within 72 hours before departure. Sec-
ond is the climate in Hawaii, which allows people to live
outside and keep windows open. Although both
geographic isolation and climate are important, the
experience of Calabria, Italy (to be subsequently dis-
cussed) suggests that the favorable climate of Hawaii
(almost never too hot and never too cold to require
closed windows and A/C) is the most important.

Calabria is the poorest region in Italy, with a popu-
lation of 1.85 million (this would seem an unlikely place
to take as a model). It is the destination for thousands of
tourists during the summer months because of the
beautiful beaches and forests and a favorable climate.
Therefore, Calabria shares many similarities with richer
states, such as California, where the pandemic continues
to spread rapidly, many are dying, and the economic
impact has been devastating. Despite the recent COVID-
19 epidemic in Northern Italy, during the summer of
2020 in Calabria, tourists were welcome, and hotels
stayed open and at full capacity. The beaches and parks
were and are open, and people were and are encouraged
to live outside where COVID-19 infections occur rarely,
and when they do, they do not spread widely. Different
than most places in the United States and Europe, A/C is
seldom used as most businesses, including schools and
restaurants, and individuals in their homes, rely on open
windows to regulate the temperature—this happens to
be a very effective measure to eliminate SARS-CoV-2–
contaminated aerosols. Businesses are open, and people
wear masks (like everywhere else); only discos are/were
closed. Over 150,000 people had been tested for SARS-
CoV-2 as of September 30, and the rate of positivity
had remained at 0.1% with no COVID-19 deaths in more
than 4 months (June–September 2020). Many of those
testing positives were people who escaped Africa and
landed in Calabria already infected. These simple mea-
sures, together with the precaution of testing people at
their homes to prevent spreading, contact tracing, and
isolation of positive cases, have been successful in con-
taining the spread of infection as long as the climate was
favorable.

Calabria illustrates that, to some extent, it is possible
to live with the epidemic and, at the same time, maintain
our way of living by implementing simple, common-
sense measures. However, as the weather is becoming
colder, people congregate in enclosed spaces with win-
dows and doors closed; the humidity is lower, and
droplets float in the air longer. This set of circumstances
creates the environment in which SARS-CoV-2 spreads;
indeed, this autumn, we have seen the second wave of
infections, especially in colder regions. Although Calabria
remains the region in Italy with the lowest percentage of
infections, there has been a significant increase of posi-
tive SARS-CoV-2 tests, from 0.1% during the summer
months to 5.0% last autumn, and there have been a total
of 379 deaths out of 19,333 documented infections as of
December 12, 2020. In general, we tend to think that
foreigners and visitors spread SARS-CoV-2; however,
there were no tourists in Calabria past the early days of
September and only refugees from Africa continue to
land on its beaches at about the same rate as in the
summer months, and masks have been used all year
long. However, in autumn and winter, people in Calabria
congregate inside and keep windows closed because of
the cold climate, and this favors SARS-CoV-2 spread.
Indeed, in Australia, the state of Victoria (6.3 million
population) reported 20,352 SARS-CoV-2 infections and
820 deaths as of Dec 12, 2020, as compared with 1227
infections and six deaths in Queensland (5.0 million
population). Both states have similar rules and immi-
gration policies (actually, the lockdown was longer and
stricter in the state of Victoria). The climate, however, is
much warmer in Queensland.
COVID-19 Epidemiology and
Susceptibility

About 30% of those infected develop COVID-19 and
experience flulike symptoms, but 25% of them may
require hospitalization, and one-third of hospitalized
patients may require treatment in the ICU.76 Because of
the large number of infections, the demand for ICU beds
has exceeded the capacity in some regions.77 The
concern that the capacity may be insufficient has led
many hospitals to shut down elective surgeries and
other procedures that may require ICU treatment, which
causes additional deaths.

The overall hospital mortality has been about 20%
and up to 81% among patients requiring mechanical
ventilation—most are older patients with preexisting
comorbidities.78-82 Men are much more likely to die and
to require admission to ICU; in Lombardia, Italy, 82% of
patients admitted in ICU were men.80

Individuals older than 65 years are at much greater
risk of requiring hospitalization and death as are those
affected by obesity, hypertension, congestive heart fail-
ure, diabetes, asthma, chronic kidney disease, and those
who are immune-depressed, including patients with
cancer.83 These preexisting diseases significantly
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increase the risk of hospitalization, ICU requirement, and
death on SARS-CoV-2 infection, especially among older
men.84 Among preexisting conditions, obesity stands out
because of its frequency in the United States and its
complexity, and because it seems to be the most com-
mon cofactor in patients with COVID-19 in the ICU.85

Because of the accumulation of abdominal fat, patients
who are obese have reduced diaphragmatic excursion
and ventilation. Moreover, patients who are obese have
higher levels of inflammation, have compromised im-
mune responses, and are often affected by additional
comorbidities, such as diabetes, hypertension, congestive
heart failure, and renal failure, that further increase their
risk of developing life-threatening COVID-19.86 In addi-
tion, excessive secretion of proinflammatory adipokines
by large deposits of epicardial fat among patients who
are obese may have a negative inotropic effect and may
also favor the cytokine storm, contributing to the pa-
tient’s demise.87

Cancer per se does not seem to increase the risk of
death on SARS-CoV-2 infection; however, therapies that
impair the immune response and surgery may increase
the risk of COVID-19 disease and related death. There-
fore, patients chemotherapy were largely stopped in the
light of their immunosuppressive impact and potential
adverse effects, and surgery was often postponed, partly
because of pressures on hospital bed capacity in ICUs
and also in an attempt to limit the spread of the virus to
this vulnerable group.88,89 Luo et al.90 studied 102 pa-
tients with lung cancer who had a PCR-positive SARS-
CoV-2 test—62% were hospitalized and 25% died. The
median age was 68 years old, and 72% of all these pa-
tients had active and/or metastatic cancer. The de-
terminants of severity were largely patient-specific and
largely linked to smoking history, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, and hypertension, which are com-
mon comorbidities in patients with lung cancer. Surgery
was also delayed during active SARS-CoV-2 infection,
and patients were treated with neoadjuvant therapy.90

The members of the Thoracic Cancers International
COVID-19 Collaboration, a global consortium formed to
study the effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients with
thoracic malignancies, reported a 33% mortality in what
they characterized as an initial report of 200 patients,
151 of 200 with NSCLC, and the remaining 49 with other
thoracic malignancies, all diagnosed with COVID-19. In
multivariate analyses, only smoking habits maintained a
statistical association with death. Because only 13 of 134
patients who met the criteria for admission to the ICU
were actually admitted in the ICU, the authors suggested
that reduced access to the ICU because of the COVID-19
pandemic might have influenced the high mortality. The
data suggested that the type of systemic therapy,
including immunotherapy and targeted therapies, did
not influence the survival of these patients.91 A subse-
quent study conducted in Spain on 23 patients with lung
cancer who developed COVID-19 also found that the type
of systemic therapy did not influence the incidence of
COVID-19 or mortality.92 These findings are still pre-
liminary; however, they suggest that withholding or
discontinuing therapy for patients with lung cancer out
of fear of COVID-19 may not be warranted.

Epidemiologic studies have proposed an association
between environmental pollutants measured as partic-
ulate matter (PM)2.5 concentrations in the air with the
severity of COVID-19.93 Wu et al. 94 reported that even a
small increase in exposure to PM2.5 leads to a large in-
crease in COVID-19 death rate with the magnitude of
increase 20 times that observed for PM2.5 and all-cause
mortality. William et al., 95 reported that 50% of the
variance of the predicted COVID-19 phenotype is
because of genetic factors, and may reflect interindi-
vidual variation in the host immune response. Lucas
et al. 96 reported that the immune profiles of patients
that easily recovered from COVID-19 were different from
those who did not. Zhang et al.97 found that loss of
function at 13 human loci, which regulate TLR3- and
IRF7-dependent type-1 immunity, transmitted either in
an autosomal dominant or recessive fashion, underlie
susceptibility to life-threatening COVID-19 pneumonia.
They estimated that 3.55% of patients with life-
threatening COVID-19 disease had genetic defects at
eight of these 13 loci.97 In a parallel study, the same
research team, estimated that 12.5% of men and 2.6% of
women who develop life-threatening COVID-19 disease
have autoantibodies against interferon; thus, their im-
mune response against viral infections is impaired.98 The
presence of autoantibodies in the population was esti-
mated at 0.33% and patients with autoantibodies were
25 to 87 years old, with half of them older than 65 years.
Therefore, these studies identified a subset of individuals
with a genetic predisposition or acquired predisposition
(autoantibodies) to develop severe COVID-19 disease.
These findings help explain the higher prevalence of
severe COVID-19 disease in men, and why, although
rarely, apparently healthy and young individuals suc-
cumb to COVID 19. In summary, genetic susceptibility in
some individuals together with exposure to pollutants
exacerbates COVID-19 along with a model of gene and
environment interaction.99

As for a possible increased susceptibility of African
Americans to COVID-19, a recent study found that among
patients treated in a hospital setting, mortality did not
vary among whites and blacks after adjusting for
comorbidities and sociodemographic factors, suggesting
that the higher prevalence of comorbidities among Af-
rican American patients is responsible for the observed
increased mortality in this ethnic group.79 Accordingly,
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SARS-CoV-2 mortality among blacks in Haiti is much
lower than among African Americans, possibly because
of the differences in comorbidities (J. Lednicky, unpub-
lished observations).

In contrast, the risk of death for young and healthy
people is very small, and deaths outside the high-risk
groups are quite rare.83 For example, in Northern Italy,
on April 18, 2020, 20,000 people had already died of
COVID-19. Among them, only eight were healthy and
younger than 40 years. An additional six died in this age
group, and no information was available about their
previous health. Even assuming that some or all of these
six were healthy, this would give a maximum of 14
healthy people younger than 40 dying of COVID 19 out of
20,000 COVID-19 deaths during a period of two months.
To put this risk in perspective, in Italy, during the four
weekends in the month of June 2019, a total of 72 people
died of motorcycle accidents. Records of the COVID-19
pandemic in Italy revealed that patients younger than
40 very rarely died of COVID-19 and that less than 1% of
those younger than 50 infected with SARS-CoV-2 died of
COVID—about 4% to 5% of those between 50 and 70
years old, 20% of those older than 70, and 40% of those
older than 80 died.100 Therefore, the reported average of
1% to 3% of the infection’s death rate is, as with many
averages in medicine, a number of little relevance to the
individual patient.

Regardless of the age group and comorbidities, men
are at much higher risk than women to require ICU
treatment and to die. This increased risk has been linked
to genetic predisposition and to the presence of auto-
antibodies97,98 and testosterone. Hoffman et al.101

discovered that the membrane-bound serine protease
TMPRSS2 cleaves the spike protein, allowing the viral
membrane to fuse with the cell membrane and enter the
cell. Infections could be blocked in cell culture by a
clinically approved inhibitor of TMPRSS2. TMPRSS2 is
produced in response to the binding of testosterone to
its receptor. Montopoli et al.102 reported that men
treated with androgen deprivation therapy because of
prostate cancer had a significantly lower risk of being
infected with SARS-CoV-2 and, when infected, to require
intensive care or to die than patients with prostate
cancer who were not on androgen deprivation therapy.
Subsequent studies supported that testosterone levels
influence susceptibility to infection and COVID-19.103,104

An ongoing phase 2 clinical trial at the University of
California in Los Angeles is testing whether temporary
suppression of androgens reduces hospital stay, the rate
of admission in the ICU, and death among patients with
COVID-19. Several other trials aiming at interfering with
androgens are in the works.

Children can be infected, but rarely reveal clinical
symptoms and only exceptionally require
hospitalization. However, a very small fraction of them
may develop Kawasaki disease, or maybe a variant of it,
characterized by a powerful immune response that
causes a cytokine storm, which some have called multi-
system inflammatory syndrome in children. Kawasaki
disease can be caused by various pathogens, including
coronaviruses, and occurred in one to three of every
10,000 children before the COVID-19 pandemic. A 30-
fold increase in Kawasaki disease has been observed in
Lombardia during the COVID-19 epidemic between
March and June 2020. Genetic predisposition is sus-
pected. In a few of the children affected by Kawasaki
disease, their blood pressure drops and the child may go
into shock. In these cases, steroid and immunoglobulin
therapy is effective, and the children recovered.105

Overall, the risk that children infected with SARS-CoV-2
develop Kawasaki disease is very small. Although chil-
dren infected with SARS-CoV-2 very rarely develop
symptoms, they may infect other children or adults. This
creates the dilemma of whether schools should be kept
open or closed. The United Kingdom and several other
countries plan to keep the schools open because of the
lasting negative effects for children to miss out on their
education. It may be advisable for teachers, school bus
drivers, and other individuals with preexisting condi-
tions and/or older than 65 years old to stay home and
instead allow only healthy and younger individuals until
the pandemic is under control.
Clinical Findings and Outcomes of
COVID-19

The pathophysiological mechanisms underlying these
conditions are complex. The upper respiratory tract
epithelial cells and alveolar type II pneumocytes, and
endothelial cells throughout the body exhibit high den-
sities of ACE2, the cell receptor for SARS-CoV-2 that al-
lows viral infection.106-108 Patients with a higher risk for
severe disease of fatal outcome do not exhibit increased
ACE2 expression.39 Infected and damaged endothelial
cells lead to vascular leakage, trigger blood clotting and
cause inflammation and, at times, a lethal cytokine
storm.109 The histologic appearance of the lungs of pa-
tients with COVID-19 (Fig. 4) revealed diffuse alveolar
damage and pneumocyte hyperplasia, extravasation of
fibrin and other proteins, focal patchy inflammatory
infiltration, and massive congestion and the resulting
thickened alveolar walls prevent oxygen exchange.31,110-
112 Moreover, the endothelial damage leads to alveolar-
capillary microthrombi and neoangiogenesis.113

The clinical spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 infection ranges
from an asymptomatic condition to a multiorgan failure
disease and includes life-threatening superinfections and
long-term sequelae.114-116 Although the initial clinical



Figure 4. Lung pathology of a patient with COVID-19. Focal
hyaline membrane (red arrow) indicating DAD, mild inflam-
matory infiltration, thickening of alveolar septa in adjacent
areas. COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; DAD, diffuse
alveolar damage.
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manifestations are often those of an influenza-like
illness, the infection is not limited to the lungs. SARS-
CoV-2 causes viremia and binds the ACE2 receptors in
the lungs, gastrointestinal tract, heart, vascular endo-
thelium, kidneys, liver, and brain.117 The main symptoms
include fever, cough, fatigue, myalgia, pharyngodynia,
diarrhea, anosmia, and ageusia.118-122 More severe cases
exhibit pneumonia, SARS, embolisms, diffuse intravas-
cular coagulation, and eventually death.123

The early infection phase includes an asymptomatic
incubation of 1 to 14 days, followed by disease mani-
festations (Fig. 5). A total of 7 to 14 days after the onset
of the symptoms, some patients may develop a severe
clinical condition. This fraction of patients (estimated at
w5%, and as high as 20%–40% among those admitted
to a hospital119,120,124) includes mostly elderly patients
and/or patients with preexisting conditions (as previ-
ously mentioned.118-120,124 Clinical clues of a more
aggressive and potentially fatal outcome include fever
greater than 39�C, conjunctivitis, neurologic symptoms,
evidence of a hypercoagulation state such as ecchymosis
of the fingers and toes, and patients who underwent
cytoreductive chemotherapy within 4 weeks before the
onset of the symptoms.120,124-127 As the severity of
COVID-19 symptoms increases, some patients develop
dyspnea with hypoxia, and chest imaging exhibits the
appearance of ground-glass opacities in the lung that
subsequently acquire a crazy-paving pattern and may
progress from single to multiple and confluent, ensuing
in lung consolidation (Fig. 6A and B).114,125,128 In par-
allel, the peripheral blood T and B lymphocytes may
significantly decrease, whereas laboratory markers of
inflammation and organ involvement may either in-
crease (C-reactive protein, lactate dehydrogenase,
interleukin (IL)-6, prothrombin time, D-dimer, ferritin,
liver transaminases, high-sensitivity troponin T, N-ter-
minal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide) or decrease (al-
bumin, fibrinogen, platelets count).118-120,124,125,129-132

Clinicians must be aware that these laboratory markers
indicate that these patients require immediate transfer
to the ICU to prevent impending death. In fact, the clin-
ical and laboratory findings outlined indicate that these
patients may be developing acute respiratory distress
syndrome, prothrombotic disseminated intravascular
coagulation, septic shock, and/or cardiac failure. The
latter may be caused by acute myocarditis with or
without arrhythmias, acute myocardial infarction133,134

or pericardial effusion with tamponade.127,135,136 Some
patients may suddenly deteriorate as a consequence of
thromboembolism of large blood vessels, including pul-
monary embolism.137 In this setting, some robust,
though preliminary, evidence indicates that low molec-
ular weight heparin helps to prevent and treat this
hypercoagulation syndrome.138 To counter the systemic
inflammation cascade before it causes multiorgan failure
and death, therapy hinges on the use of immunomodu-
latory agents.125 In this phase, it may be helpful to use
corticosteroids139,140 possibly in concert with cytokine
inhibitors, such as tocilizumab, sarilumab, or clazakizu-
mab (IL-6 inhibitors), anakinra or canakinumab (IL-1
inhibitors), and baricitinib or ruxolitinib (Jak in-
hibitors).141 A retrospective study142 found that tolici-
zumab (Roche) reduced the risk of death by 50% and
reduced the requirement for mechanical ventilation in
patients with COVID-19 pneumonia. Unfortunately, soon
after, a Roche phase 3 clinical study with tocilizumab did
not meet its primary end point of improved clinical
status in adult hospitalized patients, although reporting
a positive trend in time to hospital discharge.143 Recent
data indicate that baricitinib has antiviral and anti-
cytokine efficacy against SARS-CoV-2, reflecting a 71%
mortality benefit in a propensity score–matched ana-
lyses of 166 patients with moderate to severe pneu-
monia.144 In vitro studies revealed that baricitinib is a
Jak-1 inhibitor that interferes with SARS-CoV-2 infection
with viral replication, and inhibits the cytokine storm.144

The potential advantages of immunomodulatory
therapy in improving symptoms should, however, be
balanced with a likely increase in the risk of severe
bacterial and fungal superinfections that may cause the
patient’s demise.145-147 Recent reports underscore the
risk of COVID-19 associated pulmonary aspergillosis,
which may be lethal in up to one-third of patients that
require mechanical ventilation (Fig. 6C and D).148,149

Moreover, cross-transmission and life-threatening
infections with multiantibiotic resistant bacteria, such
as carbapenem-resistant gram-negative bacilli and
methicillin-resistant staphylococci, may be frequent in



Figure 5. SARS-CoV-2 infection stages over time: the relationship between disease severity and viral burden, host hyper-
inflammation response, bacterial and fungal superinfections, and postinfectious sequelae. ARDS, acute respiratory distress
syndrome; BSIs, bloodstream infection; CAPA, COVID associated pulmonary aspergillosis; COVID, coronavirus disease; FiO2,
fraction of inspired oxygen; ICU, intensive care unit; PaO2, partial pressure of oxygen; pt, patient; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2; SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome; VAP, ventilator-associated pneumonia.
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some ICU where optimal adoption of infection control
procedures may be hampered by the massive nursing
workload required by intubated patients with SARS-CoV-
2 infection.147 A yet-to-be-defined fraction of patients
who survive severe COVID-19 develops significant
morbidity. These include pulmonary fibrosis, SARS-CoV-
2 postinfective myocarditis, Kawasaki disease, stroke,
and various neurodegenerative diseases, including
subacute and chronic neuropsychiatric disorders
(Fig. 5).150-154

Developing Therapies
A better understanding of the disease and some

initial improvements in therapy may have helped reduce
the death toll of COVID-19 to about 1% to 2% from
initial estimates in the People’s Republic of China and
Northern Italy of a 5% to 30% mortality. However, the
initial estimates were an overestimation as they were
based on the fraction of patients that required
hospitalization.

Remdesivir, a drug developed by Gilead, is a broad-
spectrum antiviral nucleotide prodrug with potent
in vitro activity against a range of RNA viruses, including
Ebola virus, Marburg, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-1.155 On
the basis of preliminary evidence from three randomized
clinical trials,156-158 the Infectious Diseases Society of
America guidelines on the treatment and management of
patients with COVID-19159 were recently updated
(September 9, 2020), supporting therapy with this drug
over no antiviral treatment for hospitalized patients with
severe COVID 19 disease defined as those with oxygen
saturation of less than or equal to 94% on room air, on
supplemental oxygen, mechanical ventilation or extra-
corporeal membrane oxygenation. In crisis capacity
settings (i.e., limited drug supply), Remdesivir was rec-
ommended only for those patients with hypoxia not



Figure 6. Thin-section computed tomography. (A) Initial subpleural GGO often found in most patients with COVID-19
requiring hospital admission. (B) diffuse GGOs going toward attenuation with superimposed interlobular septal thickening
and intralobular lines (crazy-paving pattern). This imaging is often seen in patients with COVID-19 when they are developing,
or have developed, ARDS and require treatment in the ICU. Similar GGOs can be found in various other pathologies, including
lung cancer, lung fibrosis, drug injury, inflammation, and hemorrhage; however, in regions experiencing a COVID-19 epidemic,
their presence alerts clinicians about possible COVID-19 pneumonia and should trigger PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2. C, D reveal
different levels of thin-sections of computed tomography scans of the lungs on admission in ICU in a 44-year-old man requiring
urgent intubation for SARS-Cov-2 infection. (C)multiple GGOs in both lungs. (D) large consolidation in the right upper lobe. In
this patient, PCR nasopharyngeal swab testing was positive, pneumococcal and Legionella antigenuria were negative; cul-
tures of the bronchoalveolar fluid yielded no microbial growth but a positive galactomannan index of 1,9. The final diagnosis
was SARS-CoV-2 and invasive aspergillosis coinfection. ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; COVID-19, coronavirus
disease 2019; GGO, ground-glass opacity; ICU, intensive care unit; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2.
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requiring mechanical ventilation or extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation.

In 1901, Emil von Behring received the Nobel prize
for medicine for treating diphtheria with antiserum ob-
tained from horses. Subsequently, convalescent plasma
therapy using blood or plasma from recovered patients
has been used for over a century to treat infectious
diseases, including the infamous Spanish influenza in
1918 and, more recently, for Ebola virus infections. Shen
et al.160 tried this approach during the initial epidemic in
Wuhan. Duan et al.161 treated 10 patients with COVID-19
and found that plasma therapy was safe and seemed to
improve the clinical outcome. Liu et al.162 studied 39
severely ill patients with COVID-19 and found that
plasma therapy improved their clinical outcome. Patients
treated with plasma in the early phases of COVID-19,
before they required ventilation, fared better than
those that were not treated or treated once on a respi-
rator.163 This seems related to the inactivation of SARS-
CoV-2 by antibodies during the early stages of the res-
piratory disease, before patients develop widespread
COVID-19–related damage, including lung consolidation.
In summary, plasma therapy is considered safe, although
adverse effects may occur; therefore, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has recently approved its use
as an emergency treatment for patients with COVID-19.
However, the availability of convalescent plasma is
limited, as each donation consists of about 690 to 880
mL of plasma, enough to treat only one or two patients.
Moreover, the efficacy of the plasma and the antibody
titer changes from donor to donor.163 Several companies
are preparing hyperimmune globulins obtained by
pooling the blood of hundreds of convalescent patients
with COVID-19 and by a 10-fold concentration of anti-
bodies. These preparations should be more effective
while at the same time reducing the risk of adverse re-
actions, including transfusion-associated circulatory
overload or transfusion-associated acute lung injury.
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Neutralizing antibodies targeting the spike protein
are a further improvement. Hansen et al.164 at Regen-
eron generated a large panel of such antibodies isolated
from humanized mouse B-cells and from those of pa-
tients with COVID-19. This team subsequently revealed
that SARS-CoV-2 grown in cell culture in the presence of
any of these single antibodies developed mutations in
the spike protein and became rapidly resistant to them.
However, when they used a cocktail of four different
antibodies directed to distinct and nonoverlapping re-
gions of the RBD of the spike protein, SARS-CoV-2 was
unable to develop resistance.165 These antibody cocktails
are being produced by Regeneron and by several other
companies and are in clinical trials. They are adminis-
tered in the early phases of the disease, before COVID-19
patients require hospitalization, to reduce disease pro-
gression, ICU requirement and deaths.166

A novel experimental therapy uses adipose-derived
mesenchymal-stroma cells (MSCs). MSC seems to
modulate the immune response by reducing inflamma-
tion and is approved for the treatment of Crohn’s disease
and graft-versus-host disease after hematopoietic
transplantation.167 A clinical trial of MSC in 13 patients
with COVID-19 under mechanical respiration reported
no adverse effects, and 11 of 13 of them survived.168

Dai et al.169 made two drugs, 11a and 11b, that target
the SARS-CoV-2 main protease, M0, required for viral
replication and transcription. Both drugs had antiviral
activity in cell culture, and 11a had low toxicity when
tested in mice and dogs, making this compound a good
drug candidate.

Nguyen et al.170 proposed an innovative approach
using CRISPR/Cas13d technology to disrupt SARS-CoV-2
using guide RNAs that concomitantly target ORF1ab and
S, which represent the replicase-transcriptase (ORF1ab)
and the S component of the virus. This system will be
used to specifically chew-up the SARS-CoV-2 genome,
hence limiting its ability to reproduce.170

The rush to publish papers related to this pandemic
has resulted in some inaccurate publications that have
delayed progress and caused harm. In particular, three
articles, all of them based on clinical data assembled by
Surgisphere, a company based in Chicago, were retracted
in short order. One was published in the New England
Journal of Medicine in May 1, 2020, and claimed that
therapy with ACE2 inhibitors did not increase the risk of
death. A second one was published in The Lancet, May 22,
2020, which claimed that hydroxychloroquine treatment
decreased survival in hospitalized patients with COVID-
19. A third article published as a preprint claimed that a
widely used antiparasitic drug, ivermectin, significantly
reduced mortality in patients with COVID-19. This article
has disappeared from the portal, and thus, it does not
count as an official retraction. Apparently, the database
collected by Surgisphere on which these three papers
were based on contained a number of anomalies, and on
questioning, Surgisphere declined to share the database;
thus, the data could not be verified, and the papers were
retracted.171 The consequences of these retractions were
significant; in South America, some officials recommended
the use of ivermectin, creating a shortage of the drug, and
at the same time, patients with COVID-19 received a drug
they did not need.172 Solidarity, the WHO organization
that runs the COVID-19 trails, halted the recruitment of
patients into the hydroxychloroquine arm. They anticipate
that it will be difficult to restart the trial.
Herd Immunity and Vaccines
Infected people develop antibodies that protect them

from developing illness from the same virus. A recent
article studied the crew of a fishing boat of 122 fisher-
men, 104 of whom became infected with SARS-CoV-2
during the trip, as exhibited by RT-PCR and serocon-
version.173 Before the trip, 120/122 had been tested for
neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2, and 3 of 120
were positive. When the boat came ashore because one
sailor had become sick with COVID-19, none of these
three tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR or
developed any COVID-19–related symptoms, whereas
104 of 122 of the other sailors were infected (p ¼
0.002)—the authors did not know if and how many of
them developed COVID-19. This report provides the first
strong evidence in humans that neutralizing antibodies
are protective and supports the hypothesis that a SARS-
CoV-2 vaccine should work to prevent disease, but not
infection. However, we do not know yet for how long
those who have overcome SARS-CoV-2 infection are
protected from developing the disease, and therefore we
cannot predict how long immunity will last.

Protective antibodies can develop naturally after a
viral infection or in response to vaccines. Some have
suggested that we should let the virus run its course
through the population to allow the natural development
of herd immunity. When enough people—over 60%—
are infected and develop antibodies, the so-called herd
immunity protects the rest of the population, the epi-
demics slow down and eventually end because the virus
cannot easily find new victims to infect. Brazil and
Sweden have adopted this approach, assuming that a
rapid, aggressive course of COVID-19 epidemic in their
region will, in the end, cause less harm than a long-
lasting one; time will tell if they were wise to do so.

So far mortality rate attributed to COVID-19 in Brazil
and Sweden is 86.14 per 100,000 and 73.79 per 100,000
persons, respectively. This compares favorably, for
example, to 104.89 per 100,000 and 86.09 per 100,000
in Italy and France, respectively, to 90.31 per 100,000 in
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the United States—countries that have adopted lock-
downs and other measures to mitigate the spread of the
pandemic (data as of December 12, 2020).33 In contrast,
the nearby Sweden countries of Finland and Norway
have experienced much lower mortality rates, of 8.21
per 100,000 and 7.28 per 100,000, respectively. So, the
verdict is still out.

There are approximately 180 vaccines in production
in the world. Among them, several are being produced in
the United States, at least two in the Republic of China,
one by a joint European effort known as the Oxford
vaccine, among others.174,175 The Chinese SARS-CoV-2
vaccines are inactivated. One of them (PiCoVacc,
recently renamed CoronaVac, Sinovac, China) provided
partial or complete protection in macaques without
causing the antibody-dependent enhancement of infec-
tion or detectable histologic damage in any organ and,
therefore, is now being tested in human trials.176 These
data are encouraging. The reason that there is no vaccine
for SARS-CoV-1 is that animals that were given the
vaccine developed a worse disease when challenged by
the virus than those not vaccinated.

“Operation Warp Speed” is a $2 billion U.S.
government–sponsored project that aims to test three to
five potential vaccines in the fall of 2020 and start
massive vaccinations in January of 2021. The first two of
these vaccines are RNA vaccines coding for the spike
protein of SARS-CoV-2 produced by Moderna and by
Pfizer and BioNTech, the latter is known as BNT162b2,
presently being tested in phase 2 to 3 trials. These vac-
cines use a technical approach never tried before;
therefore, it will be very interesting to see how well they
work as the results may impact all future vaccine prep-
arations. Preliminary data from these companies suggest
that they are 95% effective at generating neutralizing
antibodies. They were largely tested in healthy adult
volunteers younger than 55, and they seemed safe at
least in the short term, although the BNT162b2 vaccine
caused pain at the site of injection and headaches in
greater than 90 of volunteers.177 These vaccines will
soon become available for mass vaccination, and there-
fore, could play a major role in halting the epidemic.
However, it remains to be seen if they are safe in older
individuals with preexisting conditions and in children,
how effective they are at preventing infection (especially
in older individuals who mount less effective immune
responses), and if they are (or for what length of time
they are) protective. Distribution of these RNA vaccines
worldwide will not be easy, as they require storage at
–70

�
C (BNT162b2 vaccine) and at –20

�
C (Moderna vac-

cine).174,175 As this manuscript was in revision, on
December 10, 2020, Polack et al. 178reported the interim
results of a phase 2/3 part of a global phase 1/2/3 trial
evaluating the safety, immunogenicity, and efficacy of 30
mg of BNT162b2 in preventing COVID-19 in persons 16
years of age or older. In this study, 21,720 individuals
received two injections of BNT162b2, and 21,728 were
injected with a placebo. There were eight cases of
COVID-19 with onset at least seven days after the second
dose among participants assigned to receive BNT162b2
and 162 cases among those assigned to placebo. There-
fore, BNT162b2 was 95% effective in preventing COVID-
19. The safety profile of BNT162b2 was characterized by
short term, mild to moderate pain at the injection site,
fatigue, and headache. These adverse effects were more
pronounced in younger individuals and at the time of the
second injection. The incidence of serious adverse events
was low. There is, however, concern for possible allergic
reactions; therefore, individuals with a history of
anaphylaxis to a vaccine, medicine or food, are not can-
didates to receive the BNT162b2 vaccine. Moreover,
despite alarming reports on the web, no causal rela-
tionship has been established between the vaccine and
the two deaths reported among those who received this
vaccine, nor the four Bell’s palsy cases during the trial.
Therefore, BNT162b2 has been the first vaccine to
receive approval for mass vaccination in the United
Kingdom first, and soon after in Bahrain, whereas
BNT162b2 should be distributed to the public in Saudi
Arabia, Canada, and the United States within days. On
December 11, the FDA advisory panel, with a 17 to 4
vote and one abstention, agreed that based on the to-
tality of scientific evidence available, the benefits of
BNT162b2 outweighed its risks for use in individuals 16
years of age and older. A concern was that in the 16- to
17-year-old age group, there were only 53 individuals
who received the vaccine, and 26 of them reported
adverse events. Therefore, some were worried that the
FDA had too little data on which to evaluate the vaccine’s
effect on patients between the ages of 16 to 17. In any
case, the overall supportive vote set the stage for an
emergency use authorization from the FDA, which was
granted on December 12, 2020. Pfizer expects to pro-
duce 50 million doses of BNT162b2 in 2020 because two
doses per person are required—they will suffice to
vaccinate 25 million. Clearly, more vaccines need to
become available to address the needs of the world.

Preliminary data from a phase 3 trial of the Oxford
vaccine from AstraZeneca (ChADOx1nCoV-19)—which
should also be available soon for mass vaccination—
suggest that it is safe (at least in the short term),
although 60% of volunteers developed headache and
70% fatigue. This vaccine was 70% effective at
inducing neutralizing antibodies.175 Although appar-
ently less effective than the Moderna and Pfizer vac-
cines, the ChADOx1nCoV-19 vaccine (which uses a
genetically modified replication–incompetent chim-
panzee adenovirus vector that expresses the full wild-
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type spike protein) can be stored at room tempera-
ture, making distribution much simpler. The estimated
cost of this vaccine is three dollars per dose compared
with 15 (BNT162b2) or 25 (Moderna) dollars per
dose.

All vaccines in clinical trials are delivered intramus-
cularly to produce IgG; therefore, they cannot produce
immunoglobulin A (IgA), which is instead produced by
natural infections. For example, although ChADOx1nCoV-
19 protected macaques that were challenged with SARS-
CoV-2, there was no difference in SARS-CoV-2 nasal
shedding from vaccinated and nonvaccinated infected
macaques.179,180 This means that vaccinated subjects
should be resistant to developing COVID-19, but they
may still be infected in the nose, oral cavity, eyes, and
intestine, and spread SARS-CoV-2. This will raise the
issue of whether vaccinated people can safely return to a
normal life without endangering others.

A problem faced by these trials is that to verify their
ability to protect from infection, they need to be
administered in areas where infections are spreading,
and these are shifting. For example, the People’s Re-
public of China is testing their vaccines in Brazil, where
the infections are still spreading rapidly. WHO is setting
up vaccination teams capable of rapidly relocating to the
areas in which the epidemic spreads.174

As for who should receive these vaccines, it can be
argued that young people should receive it first because
they should tolerate eventual side effects better and
because they mount a stronger immune response. The
opposite argument is that older people and those with
preexisting health conditions should receive the vaccine
first because they are at increased risk of developing a
serious disease if infected. Moreover, it may be ethically
questionable to vaccinate with a yet-to-be-proven safe
vaccine for children (and maybe young, healthy people)
who have a very small risk of becoming seriously ill and
whose main reason to receive the vaccines is to protect
high-risk groups.

We think that those who have already been infected
with SARS-CoV-2 should not receive the vaccines
because of the limited number of vaccines available
versus the billions who need them. Moreover, on the
basis of all we know from other viral infections and the
extremely rare frequency of documented SARS-CoV-2
reinfections, those who have been naturally infected
should be as or more (as they develop both IgA and IgG
protecting antibodies) immune to a second infection
than vaccinated people –who can only develop IgG. In
addition, it is possible that SARS-CoV-2 vaccine adverse
effects might be stronger in individuals already immune.

It has been estimated that if the vaccine is adminis-
tered to about 20,000 in a region that has a 1% incidence
of infection, it will take 6 months to validate its efficacy.
Efficacy could be measured either as prevention of
infection—but injectable vaccines do not induce IgA;
thus, they cannot prevent infection, an asymptomatic
infection, or in an attenuated disease course. Most trials
have used the latter end point easier to achieve.174

An obvious problem is how to distribute vaccines to
billions of people worldwide. The U.S. Operation War
Speed program aims to distribute the vaccines first to
U.S. citizens; instead, the access to COVID-19 tools
accelerator sponsored by WHO has raised eight billion
and plans to distribute vaccines equally among rich and
poor countries.174

It is crucial to convince people to get vaccinated. The
antivaccine movements in Europe and in the United
States have raised skepticism in the population about
vaccines, and up to 50% of the population in different
countries does not plan to take a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.181

Physicians, health professionals, and scientists shall play
a critical role in educating the masses so that they un-
derstand the limited risks and large benefits of
vaccination.

An additional issue to consider because it is attracting
a lot of media coverage and it is causing widespread
anxiety is whether vaccines or the natural immunity that
follows an infection will provide protection against all
strains or only some strains of SARS-CoV-2. Recent ar-
ticles revealed that it is possible to be reinfected by a
different strain of SARS-CoV-2.182 However, considering
that as of December 12, 2020, there have been about 70
million estimated infections and 1.6 estimated million
COVID-related deaths worldwide, but only a few cases of
documented reinfection, the risk that reinfection may
pose a real public health problem seems unlikely.
How Long is the Epidemic Going to Last?
In Wuhan, where the epidemic started in December

2019, the authorities stopped it in its tracks in three
months. The government literally sealed the doors of the
homes and prohibited people from leaving their resi-
dences (Fig. 3). They used teams to deliver food and
medicine to residents and quite literally stopped all
movement of citizens. Before the Chinese government
authorized the reopening of Wuhan to the rest of the
country, every single person in Wuhan—a city of about
11 million people—had to be tested for SARS-CoV-2 with
a nasopharyngeal swab. The sample collection and
testing were completed in a 14-day window! People who
were positive were placed in continuous quarantine
until retests were negative (Xiao SY, personal observa-
tions, unpublished). Northern Italy, where the first case
of COVID-19 was diagnosed a month later than in the
People’s Republic of China, experienced an exponential
crisis for 4 months that continues at a lower rate of
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infections up to now. Northern Italy implemented less
restrictive measures than the People’s Republic of China
did in Wuhan to lessen the negative economic impact,
keeping so-called essential services open. Therefore, the
virus continued to spread, although less rapidly.

On the basis of this evidence, by shutting everything
down, the epidemics can be stopped. This is because
the virus cannot travel on its own—it requires human-
to-human transmission. Once all movements are
restricted, the epidemic ends. Although the option of
shutting down a city or a region, such as what the
People’s Republic of China did in Wuhan, was a viable
option during the early stages of the epidemics, at
present, with approximately 70 million infected
throughout the world as of December 12, 2020, this is
no longer an option. It is not possible to paralyze the
world without causing many more collateral deaths
than SARS-CoV-2 could ever cause. In other words, the
pandemic can no longer be stopped with a lockdown
because we should lock down the entire world for this
measure to be effective. It is possible, however, to slow
down the rate of infections as we wait for more
effective therapies to reduce the number of deaths, and
eventually for an effective vaccine in sufficient
amounts that can be delivered to the entire world
population.
Conclusions
Until we find effective drugs or effective vaccines for

all become available, the only option to stop or mitigate
the pandemic is to stop the virus in its tracks by stopping
our own movements. It is that simple. However, in doing
so, we have to sacrifice our normal living routine, our
jobs, our relations with friends and relatives, our reli-
gious functions, our passions, everything that defines our
lives—and we have done most or all of that for the past
several months. We have gone so far as to let the people
we love die alone in the hospital, and their corpses
burned without a funeral, all this for fear of infection. Is
it worth it? And did it help?

It has been estimated that 1.2 million children and
55,000 women will die in the third world because of
these restrictions, as children will not receive vac-
cines—as schools, where vaccines are administered are
closed—and mothers will not receive gynecologic and
obstetrical care. The U.S. National Cancer Institute
estimated that public fear in engaging with health
services and restricted access to diagnostic services
would be responsible, so far, for approximately 10,000
additional colon and breast cancer deaths because
early cancers are not diagnosed, as screening has
largely been suspended. The National Cancer Institute
stated that this analysis is conservative because it does
not consider other cancer types, it does not account for
the additional nonlethal morbidity from upstaging, and
it assumed that all would revert to normal January
2021, which is impossible.183 A South Korean study
found that the proportion of patients with advanced
NSCLC significantly increased during the COVID-19
pandemic.184 In the United Kingdom, public health
authorities estimated an additional 1372 lung cancer
deaths because of delays in diagnosis caused by the
pandemic, which results in more patients presenting
with advanced disease.185 Therefore, reducing efforts
to prevent and treat cancer and other critical diseases
as we divert all our attention and resources to try to
contain SARS-CoV-2 infections may end up costing
many more lives.183 The price of humanity is paying for
implementing strict restrictive measures on the basis
of fear of contracting SARS-CoV-2 infection may
outweigh any benefit of decreasing the rate of viral
spreading.

So what can we do as we wait for effective therapies
and for a vaccine?

Wearing facial masks, lockdowns, closing borders,
among others, may mitigate SARS-CoV-2 transmission,
but is not sufficient to significantly influence the
pandemic in countries that already have hundreds of
thousands or millions of infections, as it is obvious by the
second wave of infections in the United States and
Europe where these measures have been implemented.
Living and meeting mostly outdoors and keeping win-
dows open is very effective, probably more effective than
any other measure, as exhibited by Hawaii and by the
experience in Calabria during the summer months
compared with the winter months, but this can be done
only in Hawaii and in a few other places. Therefore,
except for places like Hawaii where the weather allows
people to live outdoors and keep windows open all year
long because the temperature is neither too hot nor too
cold, it is very difficult to contain a viral pandemic during
cold months (or in places where temperature and hu-
midity are too high and thus uncomfortable) without
imposing strict measures that cause collateral deaths
from other diseases, cripple the economy, and limit civil
liberties.

Soon we should have more effective drugs to treat
those who develop COVID-19. The science supporting
the efficacy of therapies with anti–SARS-CoV-2 mono-
clonal antibody cocktails is strong, the very fast recovery
of U.S. President Trump, who received this therapy in a
clinical trial setting, makes us hope that this therapy -
presently authorized for emergency use by the FDA to be
administered before patients become severely ill, will be
a game-changer. And eventually, it is hoped that there
will be sufficient doses of effective vaccines, and we shall
all go back to life the way it used to be.
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Very recently, a new strain of SARS-CoV-2 desig-
nated SARS-CoV-2 VUI 202012/01 (Variant Under
Investigation, year 2020, month 12, variant 01), line-
age B.1.1.7, has generated much attention. The genome
of this strain differs from that of the SARS-CoV-2
reference strain (Wuhan-Hu-1) by 23 mutations, eight
of which are in the spike protein gene. First detected
September 21, 2020 in Kent County in England, it
started spreading widely in November. As of December
2020, it was the most common variant in England,
representing more than 50% of new cases diagnosed
between October and December 13 in the United
Kingdom.186 This strain is referred to as a variant of
concern (VOC). This virus strain may have mutated in
a person who was immunocompromised.187,188 Unlike
other RNA viruses, coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-
2, encode a 3'-to-5' exoribonuclease activity which
provides proofreading functions that remove mis-
matched nucleotides during replication of the viral
genomes. Therefore, these viruses tend to have a fairly
stable genome. However, humans with weakened im-
mune systems can harbor SARS-CoV-2 infectious virus
for months, increasing the chance the virus can ac-
quire adaptive mutations for replication in humans or
to evade the immune system.189 It is still not certain
how these 23 mutations affect the natural biology of
SARS-CoV-2 VUI 202012/01. Most of the mutations
likely arose by chance and may not affect the virus’s
life cycle in humans. But three of these mutations
may be significant: (1) a two amino-acid deletion
(designated 69-70 Delta), which had previously been
detected in a patient being treated with immunosup-
pressants who developed COVID-19. The patient
received remdesivir, convalescent plasma and neutral-
izing antibodies, but died a few months later. Though
the virus in that patient did not initially have this
deletion, it acquired it over months.187 The authors of
that report proposed that the mutation evolved so the
virus could evade the immune system. Importantly,
virus genomes with the 69-70 Delta mutation can test
false negative for an RT-PCR test that targets the S-
gene target (depending on the design of the test).
Indeed, for laboratories that use a three-target assay
(e.g., N, ORF1ab, S gene targets in the Thermo Fisher
TaqPath system), the frequency of S-gene target neg-
atives among PCR positives can be used as a proxy for
frequency of the VOC190; (2) mutation N501Y is one of
six key contact residues within the RBD, and RBD
variants with this mutation bind more tightly to the
ACE2 receptor than other versions of the coronavirus
in vitro.191 Dozens of SARS-CoV-2 genomes from South
Africa and Australia have tested positive for this mu-
tation, but laboratory tests suggest the South African
and U.K. variants separately evolved the same
mutation. This suggests the N501Y mutation provides
an evolutionary advantage to the virus; and (3) the
third significant mutation is P681H, which is also in
the RBD. This mutation sits next to the "furin cleavage
site,"190 which is where the spike protein must be
cleaved in order for the virus to enter cells. This new
variant may be between 50% and 74% more trans-
missible than other dominant strains192 and has
spread outside of the U.K., including the USA.193,194

Viruses with mutations of the spike protein gene like
the British VOC have been detected else-
where,195,196,197 including at the time of this writing in
the laboratory of one of the co-authors (J.L.) in Florida.
How are the new SARS-CoV-2 VOC detected? Because
viruses mutate over time, genetic variants arise and
circulate as a pandemic progresses. Sequencing of
SARS-CoV-2 genomes provides the exact information
needed, but is up to now impractical as a rapid
diagnostic tool due to high costs, technical complex-
ities, and relatively lengthy time requirements for
bioinformatics analyses per sample. However, clues
can be attained using molecular tests such as RT-PCR.
These molecular tests are designed to detect specific
targets within a virus genome, and false negative re-
sults may occur if a mutation occurs in the part of the
virus’ genome assessed by that test. For that reason,
molecular tests designed to detect multiple virus ge-
netic targets are less susceptible to the effects of ge-
netic variation than tests designed to detect a single
genetic target. But by using a test such as the TaqPath
COVID-19 Combo Kit, which is designed to detect
three SARS-CoV-2 genomic regions (Orf-1ab, N, and S
genes), it is possible to screen for SARS-CoV-2 B.1.1.7-
type variants because the test generates positive PCR
amplification signals for the Orf-1ab and N-gene tar-
gets, but no signal for the S-gene. This is because one
of the primers used for the S-gene test targets the
sequence corresponding to the 69-70Delta mutation.
These types of SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR profiles are
referred to as “S-gene dropouts.” Thus, to screen for
these particular SARS-CoV-2 VOC by RT-PCR, a proper
test is needed. These variants cannot be screened for
using the commonly used CDC test, which is used to
detect two N-gene (N1, N2) target sequences.197 In
summary, SARS-CoV-2 is now spreading very rapidly
as 10% to 20% of tests globally are positive. There-
fore, because of a combination of natural infections
and vaccinations, herd immunity should be reached
soon, by June we hope, when COVID-19 will decrease
and, hopefully, almost disappear soon after. When this
happens, we shall not forget that bats contain many
more SARS-like viruses: unless we implement strict
measures to close wet markets that sell bats and we
stop collecting and selling bat guano as fertilizer,
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inevitably a new infection will spread from bats to
humans along the lines of what we have seen in the
past decade with SARS, MERS, and now SARS-CoV-2.
To achieve this and thus reduce the chance of trans-
mission of a new “SARS-like” virus from bat to
humans, international cooperation is a must.
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